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Abstract Centrioles are cylinders made of nine microtu-
bule (MT) triplets present in many eukaryotes. Early
studies, where centrosomes were seen at the poles of the
mitotic spindle led to their coining as ‘‘the organ for cell
division’’. However, a variety of subsequent observational
and functional studies showed that centrosomes might not
always be essential for mitosis. Here we review the argu-
ments in this debate. We describe the centriole structure and
its distribution in the eukaryotic tree of life and clarify its
role in the organization of the centrosome and cilia, with an
historical perspective. An important aspect of the debate
addressed in this review is how centrioles are inherited and
the role of the spindle in this process. In particular, germline
inheritance of centrosomes, such as their de novo formation
in parthenogenetic species, poses many interesting ques-
tions. We ﬁnish by discussing the most likely functions of
centrioles and laying out new research avenues.
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Introduction
Since it was ﬁrst discovered by Boveri and Van Beneden in
the 1880s, the centriole remains a surprisingly mysterious
organelle. Although there have been many recent advances
in the comprehension of its structure and functions, it
remains, as quoted by Paoletti and Bornens [1] a kind of
‘‘terra incognita’’ of the cell.
Centrioles are cylinders made of nine microtubule (MT)
triplets organized in a nine-fold symmetrical conﬁguration
(Fig. 1), which are present in many eukaryotes and
essential for the formation of several microtubule-orga-
nizing structures including centrosomes and cilia (Fig. 1)
[2, 3]. The centrosome is the primary microtubule-orga-
nizing center (MTOC) in many animal cells, participating
in a variety of processes such as cell polarity, intracellular
trafﬁc, and cell division. At the heart of each centrosome
there are two centrioles, which deﬁne centrosome
properties.
Cilia and ﬂagella are microtubule-based cell projections,
which can be motile, and are involved in a plethora of
processes, from sensing extracellular signals to moving
ﬂuid and cell motility. Centrioles are called basal bodies
when anchored at the membrane to nucleate the axoneme,
the core microtubule structure of cilia (Fig. 1). Basal body
properties deﬁne many cilia characteristics, such as its
location and symmetry.
Early studies, where centrosomes were seen at the poles
of the mitotic spindle led to their coining as ‘‘the organ for
cell division’’ coordinating karyokinesis and cytokinesis
[4, 5]. However, a variety of subsequent observational and
functional studies showed that centrosomes might not
always be essential for spindle establishment, and to the
hypothesis that ‘‘the spindle of Metazoan cells is a basal
body distributor that guarantees the accurate segregation of
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cilia formation centriole’s major function [6, 7].
Here we review the arguments in this debate. We start
by describing the centriole structure and its distribution in
the eukaryotic tree of life. We clarify its role in the orga-
nization of the centrosome and cilia. We then present
historical and current arguments used in this debate with
particular attention to the role of centrioles in mitosis and
to its modes of inheritance and distribution to daughter
cells. We ﬁnish by discussing the most likely functions of
centrioles and what avenues of research are open in this
ﬁeld.
Centriole structure and distribution in the eukaryotic
tree of life
Centrioles/basal bodies are *0.2 lm in diameter and their
length may vary according to species and tissue type,
around 0.5 lm (Fig. 1)[ 3, 8]. They are polarized along the
proximo-distal axis [3, 8, 9]. Electron microscopy has
revealed that at their proximal end, immature centrioles,
and in some species even mature ones, have a feature
called the cartwheel, a structure made of a central hub
linked by spokes to the inner tubule of each triplet [10, 11]
(Fig. 1). Older centrioles have sub-distal appendages and
distal appendages/transition ﬁbers, which conserve the
nine-fold symmetry of the centriole and dock cytoplasmic
MTs and anchor centrioles to the cell membrane, respec-
tively [3, 8] (Fig. 1). Basal bodies may have additional
appendages including rootlets at their base and a basal foot
formed along precise microtubule triplets [12][ 9]. These
structures may themselves radiate MTs and organize basal
body position and orientation in relation to other cellular
components, which is important for coordinating the
movement of cilia and organization of the intricate cyto-
skeleton in many protists [9, 12]. Basal bodies have a
transition zone at their distal end, contiguous with the
axoneme, which is important for the nucleation of ciliary
microtubules, as a docking site for protein transport into
the cilia, and for organized disassembly/assembly of the
cilia. Centrioles/basal bodies are extremely stable struc-
tures, and their MTs are resistant to cold, depolymerizing
drugs, and detergents. This stability may be provided by
post-translational modiﬁcations of centriolar tubulin, such
as polyglutamylation [13, 14], and by other structural
components of the centriole, such as tektins and ribbon
proteins [15, 16].
Fig. 1 Centriole/basal body structure and function. The centriole/
basal body is a structural constituent of the centrosome and of cilia
and/or ﬂagella. The canonical centriole has nine MT triplets and is
*0.5 lm long and 0.2 lm in diameter. Each centrosome is composed
of a mother and daughter centriole, in an orthogonal conﬁguration,
surrounded by a matrix of proteins, the pericentriolar material (PCM).
The older mother shows appendages, where Mts are docked. In
certain cells, the centriole migrates and tethers to the membrane via
its appendages and seeds the growth of cilia and ﬂagella that enable
cell movement and/or chemoreception. The skeleton of cilia and
ﬂagella, called the axoneme, results from a continuation of the basal
body structure and might be composed of nine doublets with no
central pair (a) as it is in the case of most immotile cilia; or nine MT
doublets with a central MT pair as it is for most motile cilia (b)
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major eukaryotic groups, suggesting their presence in the
Last Eukaryotic Common Ancestor (LECA; [17, 18];
Fig. 2). In most studied organisms, centriole microtubules
are organized in a nine-fold symmetry and triplet
arrangement, although there are some exceptions. For
example, depending on the tissue type, Drosophila mela-
nogaster presents doublet or triplet MTs, while
Caenorhabditis elegans also presents singleton MTs [2].
Different species and tissues within a single species can
also present basal body appendages such as rootlets and
basal feet, with different shapes and sizes. The symmetry
of the axonemal structure can deviate from the prototypical
nine-fold. This is common in invertebrates, such as worms
and insects [19].
The presence of CBBs correlates with the occurrence of
a ﬂagellated stage in the organism life cycle. CBBs were
lost throughout evolution from several eukaryotic Phyla
[17] in species that do not have ﬂagella, such as amoebas
(e.g., Dictyostelium discoidum), yeasts (e.g., Schizosac-
charomyces pombe, Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and higher
plants (e.g., Arabidopsis thaliana). Some of those species
that have no ﬂagella have modiﬁed centrosomes with no
centrioles, such as the nuclear associated body (NAB) in
amoeba and the spindle pole body (SPB) in the yeasts [2].
These MTOCs help in the organization of the spindle in
mitosis and despite their difference in structure, they share
several components with canonical centrosomes (reviewed
in Ref. [20]). The correlation between the occurrence of
CBBs and the presence of ﬂagella/cilia but not centrosome-
like structures, suggests CBBs are mostly essential for
axoneme formation (Fig. 2).
Centrioles as centrosome organizers and nucleators
of cilia and ﬂagella
The centrosome is comprised of two centrioles, the older
one, called mother or mature, and a younger one, called
the daughter or immature, which are surrounded by an
electron-dense matrix, the pericentriolar material (PCM)
(Fig. 1). The PCM harbors molecules that anchor cyto-
plasmic MTs in interphase and mitosis, such as members
of the pericentrin and AKAP450 family of proteins.
These molecules are enriched in coiled-coil domains and
are thought to form a lattice-like structure (reviewed in
Ref. [3]), which docks molecules that mediate the
nucleation of MTs, such as c-tubulin [21]. c-Tubulin is
Fig. 2 Centrioles, basal bodies,
and ﬂagella in the eukaryotic
tree of life. Note that in all
represented branches there are
organisms that have cilia/
ﬂagella suggesting they were
present in the last common
ancestor. These structures are
associated with the presence of
centrioles/basal bodies.
Whenever ﬂagella/cilia are
absent, the centriole is lost. In
some cases, other MTOCs exist,
such as the spindle pole body of
yeasts or the nuclear associated
body of dictyostelium. Certain
organisms have modiﬁed
centriole structures, such as
Drosophila
Role of centrioles in mitosis 2175also associated with the walls of the centrioles [142] and
its levels increase considerably prior to mitosis [22]. The
architecture of the microtubule array generated by the
centrosome depends on the balance between nucleation,
anchoring, and severing of the MTs. For example, while
a ﬁbroblast displays a radial array of microtubules
focused at the centrosome, epithelial cells, whose cen-
trosome display less anchoring/nucleation activity, may
show non-focused arrays perpendicular to the apical
membrane [23]. At the centrosome, it is mostly the
mother centriole that is able to anchor MTs on its
associated sub-distal appendages [24]. However, micro-
tubule anchoring complexes also exist in the PCM and in
pericentrosomal satellites, electron dense granules com-
posed of PCM1 protein. Ninein, centriolin, dynactin,
EB1, CAP, FOP and others (reviewed in Refs. [3, 25,
26]) play a role in microtubule anchoring, while micro-
tubule-severing proteins, such as katanin, release MTs
into the cytoplasm [25]. In conclusion, the centrioles
provide a location where the PCM is assembled and
where MTs can be anchored, leading to the formation of
an MTOC.
Centriolar characteristics determine most properties of
the centrosome, such as stability, capacity to reproduce and
polarity. Single centrioles [27], and even small centrioles
such as the ones generated upon mutation of proteins
involved in their assembly [28–30], can recruit the PCM,
but centriole loss leads in general to PCM dispersal [13, 31,
32]. The ability of centrioles to duplicate is therefore
central to the centrosome’s reproductive capacity [33].
The other role of centrioles is the nucleation of the
axoneme, the skeleton and motor machinery of cilia and
ﬂagella. There are different types of cilia and ﬂagella,
depending on the structure of the axoneme. Differences in
the structure of axonemes may be reﬂected in their
properties, for example, whether they are motile or not
(reviewed in Ref. [34]). The structure of motile cilia is
generally conserved with nine doublets surrounding a
central microtubule pair, while non-motile cilia may show
a greater diversity of doublet microtubule numbers and
the quite often absence of the central pair ([35], Fig. 1).
Cilia exist in different numbers and shapes in different
cell types, such as the unique tail of spermatozoa and the
200–300 cilia of epithelial cells in our airways. Non-
motile cilia, such as primary cilia, are microtubule-based
sensory organelles, present in most of our cells, that play
important roles in development and disease [36]. As
centrioles deﬁne many of the centrosome properties, so do
basal bodies in relation to cilia and ﬂagella. Basal bodies
provide a nine-fold symmetric template, from which the
ciliary axoneme extends. The junction of the basal body
to the ciliary axoneme is the transition zone, where the
most external microtubule of the centriole does not
continue, a central pair of MTs is nucleated in the
majority of motile cilia and distal appendages are found
(Fig. 1). The distal appendages, also called transition
ﬁbers, might provide a ﬁlter for molecules that go inside
the cilium, since protein synthesis does not occur inside
cilia [35]. Transport of cilia/ﬂagella components and
signaling proteins inside the cilium depends very often on
motor proteins, such as dyneins and kinesins, that move
on the axoneme, and is called intraﬂagellar transport [36,
37]. The position of the basal body and its orientation
within the cell ensures that cilia are formed and oriented
in the correct fashion to move ﬂuid ﬂow in a certain
direction or to sense signals from particular surrounding
cells. Structures at the basal body, such as the rootlets and
the basal feet orient cilia beating and localization within
the cytoplasmic membrane. The orientation of the basal
bodies, while initially inﬂuenced by tissue polarity cues
[38], is then inﬂuenced by the direction of ﬂuid ﬂow set
by the newly formed cilia in a positive feedback loop
[39]. In cells where CBBs play a role in axoneme and
centrosome formation, the duality of function is clear
(Fig. 1). For example, in cycling ciliated animal cells,
such as ﬁbroblasts, upon centrosome maturation at the
G2/M transition, the cilium is reabsorbed and the CBBs
move to the center to participate in mitotic spindle
assembly [40] in the context of the centrosome. At the
exit of mitosis, the CBB can migrate to the membrane,
participating again in cilia formation. A Golgi-derived
vesicle appears at the distal end of the mother CBB,
which then fuses with the cytoplasmic membrane. The
migration of the centriole to the surface of the cell is
dependent on a variety of proteins and the actin cyto-
skeleton [41]. If nutrients are removed, cells might
become quiescent (G0), and the cilium can grow further,
up to 10 lm[ 26]. Upon serum stimulation, cells re-enter
the cell cycle and the cilia are normally reabsorbed. Little
is known about the molecular mechanisms governing the
switch from a centriole to a basal body and vice versa. A
variety of molecules and cytoskeleton ﬁlaments have been
recently shown to play a role. For example, CP110, a
centriolar component also involved in centriole biogenesis
and length control, might cap the centriolar structure,
regulating cilia formation [42]. ODF2, a protein located at
the distal appendages, allows the mother centriole to
become a basal body, being important for tethering at the
membrane [43]. Recent evidence suggests that cilia may
be involved in determining the cell division axis and
centrosome positioning, at least in kidney cells, linking
the two centriolar functions [44]. The duality of the
centriole, as a basal body that nucleates axonemes and as
a core component of the centrosome, raises important
questions regarding its function that have been addressed
by researchers for more than half a century.
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and controversy
The earlier work on the centrosome by 19th-century sci-
entists was nicely described in Wilson’s book The Cell in
Development and Inheritance (1896) [45]. More recent
description of the ﬁrst years of characterization of the
centriole/centrosome can also be found in Wheatley [46]
and in the excellent reviews of Fulton [47] and Gall [48].
Boveri was the ﬁrst to coin the term centrosome in his
observations although Van Beneden clearly identiﬁed the
same structure. The name centriole was proposed by
Boveritodeﬁneacentralgranuleconstantlyfoundinsidethe
centrosome. However, as these structures are at the limit of
the resolution of a light microscope, other early cytologists
attributed the terms centriole or centrosome (or sometimes
centrosphere or central body) to similar structures. Ultra-
structural observations then revealed the nature of the
centriole and allowed scientists to distinguish clearly
between the centriole (the central cylindrical structure with
nine-fold symmetry) and the centrosome (the centriole(s)
and PCM (Fig. 1)). One of the difﬁculties in analyzing and
deﬁning the centrosome has been the absence of a mem-
brane delimiting this organelle. Ten years after the
discovery of centrioles, Henneguy [49] and Lenhosse ´k[ 50]
independently found that centrioles can give rise to basal
bodies. Later EM observations proved the identical struc-
ture of CBBs cartwheels, and many cases are now known
of the interconversion of CBBs as discussed above.
Rise and fall of centrioles as the division center
of the cell
As early as 1887, Boveri and Van Beneden independently
identiﬁed a spherical structure lying at the mitotic spindle
poles in the ﬁrst cleavages of Ascaris embryos. Both of
them characterized this structure as ‘‘the organ for cell
division’’. This conclusion was supported not only by the
obvious strategic position of the centrosome at the spindle
pole, but also by a careful reconstitution of mitotic spindle
formation during which the centrosomes move ritually to
antipodes on the nucleus and seem to participate in the
elaboration of the spindle. This structure-organizing aspect
was also supported by the apparent dominant force of the
centrosome in abnormal situations such as multipolar
spindles in polyspermic sea urchin eggs. Even more sur-
prising, when we realize that they had no tools for
following the microtubule cytoskeleton, these authors also
concluded that the centrosome can be seen as ‘‘the dynamic
centre of the cell’’ a statement which many decades later
was found largely to be true for most cell types. Following
this logic and still with an intuition incredibly ahead of its
time Boveri (as well as other early cytologists like
Hansemann and Galeotti) proposed that abnormalities in
centriole duplication could be at the origin of the genome
instability so characteristic of cancer cells [4, 5, 51]. This
prophetic hypothesis is today at the heart of many current
studies showing centrosome ampliﬁcation as a signature of
many tumors [52–54].
During the exciting period of pioneering studies on the
centrosome, the centriole was ﬁrst seen as essential for
mitosis. In later years however, reports of its absence in
many species of fungi and seed plants as well as in many
classes of protists for acting at the mitotic spindle poles
seriously challenged this point of view [7]. As commented
by Fulton [55] many cell biologists of this period actually
did encounter at some point in their carrier a question
related to this organelle, but the lack of available tools and
the minuteness of the object often precluded a clear con-
clusion worthy of publication: ‘‘Many of us have had a
transient affair with centrioles and retain a profound
affection for them, but few have committed ourselves to a
long-term relationship, perhaps because, in spite of our
enchantment, we could not ﬁnd a way to build a meaningful
relationship-that is, to break through the enigmas’’.
Although the general belief had prevailed that centrioles
were absolutely essential for division in animal cells,
eventually this last bastion was ﬁnally attacked. Dietz
succeeded in experimentally dislocating the centrosome
from the nucleus in the primary spermatocytes of the crane
ﬂy (Pales ferruginea) by ﬂattening the cells [56]. He
observed that in these conditions, during meiosis the cen-
trosome is lacking at one pole (and even sometimes both)
but the spindle forms perfectly and allows the correct
migration of the chromosomes and cytokinesis. Dietz
concluded that at least in this system, centrioles are
‘‘completely dispensable’’ for spindle formation. Even
more provocative, Friedlander and Warhman proposed that
‘‘the spindle of Metazoan cells is a basal body distributor
that guarantees the accurate segregation of both chromo-
somes and centrioles (basal bodies)’’ [6]. They founded
their conclusion on observations of meiotic spindles in
spermatocytes of the silkworm Bombyx mori where the
centrioles are clearly separated from the spindle microtu-
bules (Fig. 3). In his paper ‘‘The autonomy of the centriole:
fact or fallacy’’, Pickett-Heaps reviewed most ideas con-
cerning the mitotic role of the centriole [7]. He approached
two different problems concerning the centriole: the
question of its autonomy and its function in spindle
microtubule assembly. This author strongly questioned the
role of the centriole in establishment of a mitotic spindle
and he proposed that in most cases centrioles are not
involved in the formation of the spindle: ‘‘The centrioles
instead appear more likely to be inert passengers ensured
of being partitioned equally between daughter cells by
being attached to the spindle apparatus’’ [7].
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arouse a revival of interest, mainly because it became
evident that one key role of the centrosome was the
nucleation and organization of microtubule arrays. An
important conceptual advance brought by Pickett-Heaps is
the notion of MTOC a structure which can clearly exist
with or without centrioles [7]. In our point of view, this
concept reconciles the contradictory opinions regarding the
role of the centrioles. It is worth to note however that
whereas a centrosome is necessarily an MTOC, the reverse
is not true ([18], footnote 2).
In a key paper, Gould and Borisy [57] using the
remarkable presence of virus like particles (VLPs) in
Chinese hamster ovary cells as a marker of the PCM
demonstrate that microtubules are actually nucleated
mostly from this material and not by centrioles themselves.
Importantly, PCM aggregates without centrioles are able to
nucleate MTs in vitro. This work explained the presence of
both centriolar and acentriolar MTOCs, and showed that in
some biological models, an MTOC can be comprised of a
focal accumulation of PCM. A question remains however:
what does the presence of centrioles contribute to an
MTOC? More accurate knowledge of the function of the
centriole during mitosis was obtained progressively in
parallel with an understanding of the mechanism of
microtubule nucleation. Previously it was difﬁcult to
address these questions and only recent markers, knowl-
edge of players, and modern technology have allowed their
elucidation.
Spindles can form without centrioles in animals
Natural absence of centrioles in dividing Metazoan
cells
The most obvious case of an animal spindle lacking cen-
trioles is that of some female meiosis. This has been known
for a long time but it was ﬁrst considered as a very special
case adapted to the mechanism of fertilization. If the nat-
ural elimination of centrioles has occasionally been
documented in somatic cells, it was restricted to non-
dividing cells such as myotubes [58–60] and insect wing
epidermal cells [61]. During differentiation of some epi-
thelial cell types non centrosomal microtubule arrays are
generated but the centrioles remain in the cell [62]
reviewed in Ref. [23].
However, as far as we know, there have been no reports
of a natural and continuous absence of centrioles in a
proliferating Metazoan tissue. A very interesting case is
that of the mouse embryo where centrioles are transiently
absent from blastomeres during the ﬁrst cleavages [63].
Centrioles are detected by EM for the ﬁrst time at the
64-cell stage [64].
Another interesting case occurs in the fungal gnat Sciara
in which unfertilized eggs initiate development, forming
anastral spindles and successfully segregating sister chro-
matids [65].
Experimental inactivation of the centrosome
in Metazoan cells
Destabilizing centrioles with antibodies
Glutamylation is a posttranslational modiﬁcation of tubulin
which is essentially restricted to the centrioles in non
neuronal cells [66]. In HeLa cells, electroporation of an
antibody speciﬁc for polyglutamylated tubulin led to a
transient disappearance of centrioles as well as dispersal of
the PCM [13]. During the period when centrioles were
Fig. 3 Male meiosis metaphase in Bombyx mori (From Friedlander
and Warhman 1970). The spindle terminating is underlined by the
broken line. The centrioles (which will become basal bodies) are
clearly found at distance from the spindle microtubules. The authors
proposed that the spindle is a basal body distributor: We consider the
position of the centrioles at the poles of the spindle as a consequence
rather than a cause of spindle formation. Main ﬁgure, TEM 913500
Inset: components of the spindle in the light microscope. 93000
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Centrioles then reformed after about 48 h and the cell
population displayed a normal centrosome labeling after
84 h. This elegant study showed that: (1) centrioles are
responsible for the organization of PCM; (2) animal cells
can proceed to mitosis and form a spindle without centri-
oles; (3) the biogenesis of a procentriole does not require
the structural integrity of the parent one.
Ectopic spindle poles with no centrioles generated
by microtubule poisons
Multipolar mitosis can be induced in Chinese hamster
ovary cells by release from a colchicine block [67]. In
tripolar mitosis, centrioles are distributed in either a 2:1:1
or in a 2:2:0 pattern. In the 2:2:0 situation the pole without
a centriole presents a cloud of PCM, recognizable in these
cells by the presence of VLPs. These cells accomplish
mitosis perfectly up until telophase and reformation of the
nucleus. It seems nevertheless that the daughter cells have
more difﬁculty separating than the tripolar cells with a
2:1:1 centriole pattern. This study suggested an unpredicted
function for the centriole in the completion of midbody
cleavage.
Ablation of the centrioles by laser irradiation
and microdissection
Michael Berns and collaborators were among the ﬁrst to
irradiate the centrosome with a laser microbeam [68, 69].
UV and laser microbeam irradiation of the centrioles is
now facilitated by in vivo labeling with fusion protein
constructs such as centrin-GFP [70]o rc tubulin-GFP [71–
74] for a review see Ref. [75]. Laser microsurgery is
nowadays so precise that only one centriole of the diplo-
some can be speciﬁcally ablated [76]. Microsurgical
removal of the centrioles can also be achieved by dissect-
ing a cell into two separate parts, a karyoplast containing
the nucleus and a cytoplast containing the centrioles [77,
78]. In all cases these acentriolar cells can assemble a
mitotic spindle in the absence of centrioles, thus conﬁrming
the dispensability of centrioles for this process. A high
frequency of aberrations is observed however including
mono- and multi-polar spindles and also defects in the
separation of the daughter cells, which support the idea that
centrioles are involved in the bipolarity of the spindle as
well as in completion of cytokinesis.
Animal cell lines without centrioles
In Drosophila, a cell line (1182–4) which constitutively
lacks centrioles [79], has been obtained from haploid
embryos laid by females homozygous for the lethal mh
1182 mutation [80, 81]. This characteristic has been ﬁrmly
established by two extensive ultrastructural studies,
including high-voltage electron microscopy from serial
thick sections [82]. In these cells, mitotic spindles gener-
ally present broad or scattered poles, and present no or only
few astral microtubules. There is no recruitment of PCM
proteins like c-tubulin, centrosomin, D-PLP, or centriolar
proteins such as DSas-4 to a centrosomal structure at the
spindle poles. Even if the more polarized acentriolar
spindles present a focal concentration of c-tubulin at the
poles, this structure disperses after microtubule disassem-
bly [83, 84]. These cells divide quite well in culture.
However, there is a high frequency of daughter cells linked
by a cytoplasmic bridge suggesting that abscission process
is more difﬁcult [70]. The cause of the acentriolar nature of
the 1182–4 cell line remains unclear, but their existence
supports the total expendability of centrioles for mitosis in
Drosophila.
Acentriolar Drosophila mutants
The ﬁrst report of the complete development of a Metazoan
with non functional centrosomes came from the centroso-
min mutant in Drosophila. Centrosomin is a key
component of the PCM and is recruited to the centrosome
during mitosis. A loss of function mutation in cnn prevents
the assembly of many components of the centrosome such
as gamma tubulin and impairs the ability of the centrosome
to nucleate microtubules [85, 86]. A similar role has been
recently attributed to the CNN ﬁssion yeast and human
orthologues—mto1 [87] and CDK5RAP2 [88], respec-
tively. Surprisingly Drosophila individuals mutant for cnn
(but born from heterozygous mothers) develop normally
without any morphological aberrations, although they are
sterile [89]. These observations were so surprising that it
raised some doubts about the non functional status of
centrosomin-depleted centrosomes, since in this case cen-
trioles were still present. Some years later Basto et al. [32]
and Bettencourt-Dias et al. [31] studied Drosophila
mutants lacking DSas-4 or with truncation of SAK/PLK4,
two proteins essential for centriole duplication. In both
cases the adult individuals lack centrioles (almost total
absence for DSas-4 and partial for SAK/PLK4) but they
successfully go through development without morpholog-
ical abnormalities. The adults however are devoid of cilia
and ﬂagella structures and die very early after emergence,
as the absence of mechanosensory organs leads to a severe
lack of coordination. Precise examination of asymmetrical
divisions in neuroblasts revealed a higher frequency of
abnormal mitosis showing that centrioles are helpful in this
mechanism [32, 89]. Moreover, some cells failed cytoki-
nesis [32]. Adult males are sterile, showing defects in
meiotic divisions and having no sperm axonemes [32, 90].
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obtain eggs of DSas-4 and SAK/PLK4 genotype either by
germinal clones in heterozygous females or by hand
feeding of homozygous females. In both cases eggs appear
normal but corresponding embryos arrest very early in
development after only a few abnormal mitoses [90, 91],
showing that centrioles are necessary for syncytial mitoses.
New Drosophila cell lines homozygous for the mutation
DSas-4 were recently established (N. Lecland, S. Pereira,
N. Malmanche, H. Maiato A. Guichet and A. Debec,
unpublished results). As in the case of the 1182–4 line,
these cells do not have centrioles and there is no recruit-
ment of PCM proteins to a centrosomal structure at the
spindle poles, corroborating the total expendability of
centrioles for mitotic division in Drosophila. To conclude,
centrioles are not needed in vivo for the assembly of a
mitotic/meiotic spindle; however these structures might be
needed for the ﬁdelity and asymmetry of cell division in
specialized tissue types.
Centrosomes are not the only players in spindle
formation: the existence of complementary pathways
The debate on the role of the centriole in mitosis is also
long winded due to the fact that animal cells use several
cooperative strategies to build a spindle. At least two other
pathways have been shown in recent years to be used in
spindle assembly: the chromatin and the augmin pathways.
The nuclear envelope may also contribute to microtubule
nucleations [92]. These topics have been reviewed exten-
sively in recent years.
A role for centrioles in cell division?
In the previous sections we showed evidence that centro-
somes are not needed to nucleate and organize the mitotic
spindle, because cooperative pathways can assemble this
structure. However, the experiments discussed above also
revealed the importance of centrioles for certain aspects of
cell division, such as cell cycle progression, proper chro-
mosome segregation, asymmetric cell division and
cytokinesis, depending on tissue type.
Cell cycle progression
Many signaling proteins localize to centrosomes. Experi-
ments were conducted on vertebrate cells to address the
possible control of the cell cycle by centrioles. Often
acentriolar cells entered mitosis but then arrested in G1 in
the next cell cycle. It was ﬁrst suspected that this arrest
could reﬂect a control of cell cycle progression by centri-
oles [77, 78, 93], but this point is still debated. It has
recently been proposed that such an effect is the result of
cumulative stress resulting from both centriole removal and
experimental stress (e.g. excessive light) and is not the
consequence of a real centriole checkpoint [74, 94] also
discussed in Ref. [95]. The fact that acentriolar cells can
normally progress through the cell cycle suggests that there
is no conserved checkpoint that depends on the presence of
centrosomes [31, 32, 83].
Chromosome segregation and cytokinesis
Studies of cnn mutants suggested that centrosomes are
required for correct spindle function in male meiosis [96]
and for mitosis in the syncytial embryo [85, 97]. The same
is true for Drosophila mutants that lack centrioles as it is
the case for spermatocytes of SAK/PLK4 and SAS4, and
early embryos devoid of SPD2, SAK/PLK4 and SAS4 [31,
90, 91, 98]. In testes, acentriolar meiotic spindles are lar-
gely abnormal, resulting in dramatic chromosome
segregation and cytokinetic defects. Formation of bipolar
spindles in spermatocytes occurs through both chromo-
some and centrosome dependent mechanisms [92]. The
presence of a weak Spindle Assembly Checkpoint might be
at the origin of precocious chromosome segregation and
aberrant meiotic products [92, 99]. In the case of syncytial
embryos, the extremely rapid mitotic cycles may rely very
heavily on centrosome-dependent mechanisms for bipolar
spindle assembly and spindle localization. Abnormal
acentriolar spindles interact with each other leading to
wide-spread abnormalities which may lead to a mitotic
arrest [100]. Indeed all SAK/PLK4 mutant embryos die
arrested in a mitotic-like stage, suggestive of an active
checkpoint arrest [90]. In summary, whereas centrioles
may be dispensable for cell division in some tissues of the
ﬂy, they are absolutely essential in others, perhaps due to
tissue speciﬁcity constraints, such as weaker checkpoints or
the context of a syncytium. The same is true in other
organisms, such as the C. elegans embryo [101] and ﬁssion
yeast [102], where the centrosome and its equivalent, the
spindle pole body, are essential for bipolar spindle
assembly and cytokinesis, respectively.
In human cultured cells, centrosomes are also important
to ensure mitotic ﬁdelity (reviewed in Ref. [2]), in partic-
ular cytokinesis. Centrosomes may interact with the cortex
to induce furrow formation. This was ﬁrst and mostly
elegantly demonstrated in a series of experiments by
Rappaport in which he experimentally induced ectopic
furrows in syncytial sand dollar embryos [103, 104]. These
furrows formed between neighboring centrosomes and
their astral microtubule arrays in spite of the fact this
region did not contain chromatin or a central spindle. These
studies lead to the proposal that signals from opposing
overlap centrosome-based microtubules induce cleavage
furrow formation. Recent studies have demonstrated that
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induce furrow formation. The centrosome-associated
recycling endosome is required for both vesicle mediated
membrane delivery and actin organization during cleavage
furrow ingression [105]. An increasing number of centro-
somal proteins have been reported to participate in
cytokinesis, such as centriolin, Cep55, CP110 and BBS6,
some of which localize both to centrosomes and the mid-
body. In addition, a recent study identiﬁed the CNN-
binding protein centrocortin, which is not required for
normal centrosome based microtubule organization or
recycling endosome organization, but it is required for
normal cleavage furrow formation [106]. Such a signaling
role in cytokinesis has been suggested in HeLa and L929
cells [70] where tracking of centrioles by centrin-GFP
shows that the mother centriole transiently moves close to
the intercellular bridge and then moves back to the cell
center. This suggests centrioles may carry a signal that
triggers abscission. It is possible that in each cell type, cell-
speciﬁc characteristics selected for distinct contributions of
the different spindle assembly mechanisms, leading to the
evolution of tissue-speciﬁc, spindle-assembly mechanisms
[90].
Developmental mechanisms
More generally, centrioles could be responsible for precise
regulation of mitosis, either in space (the plane of division,
for example during the asymmetrical divisions in some cell
types but not all), in time (gating the decision to divide,
deciding the ﬁnal number of divisions) and even possibly
in regulation of cell fate (Drosophila male stem cells and
rodent neural progenitors [107, 108]) and could be
therefore strongly implicated in development and mor-
phogenesis. In this light, it is important to refer that
redundant mechanisms might also be at play, as in Dro-
sophila male germline stem cells are more dependent on
centrosomes for asymmetric cell division [107], as com-
pared to neuroblasts and female germline stem cells [32,
91] (for reviews on other mechanisms in asymmetric cell
division see Refs. [109–111]).
Recent work suggests that the inherited difference in age
of centrioles within a single cell might be important in
signaling. By virtue of the centriole cycle, a cell in mitosis
has four centrioles that belong to different generations: a
grandmother and a mother, each associated with one
daughter. The cell inheriting the grandmother centriole
after cytokinesis grows the primary cilia ﬁrst and is able to
respond to signaling cues [112]. Those results suggest that
the centriole age carries developmental information, play-
ing an important role in breaking the symmetry between
two daughter cells, and in keeping stem cells associated
with their niche. Finally ciliary function might be
important in the positioning of mitotic spindles, as it is the
case in kidney development [44].
How are centrioles inherited? The question
of continuity
An important aspect of the debate addressed in this review
is how centrioles are inherited and the role of the spindle in
this process. Is the spindle a necessary machine for cen-
trioles to be equally distributed to daughter cells? Does a
cell need to inherit centrioles in order to have them? The
notion of centrosome continuity, and that centriole inheri-
tance is needed for cells to have centrioles, has been
challenged by peculiar situations where centrioles can
appear without a pre-existing centriole (‘‘de novo’’ for-
mation). That is the case in many organisms upon ﬂagella
formation, such as the ameboﬂagellate Naegleria [113], or
the fern Marsilea during spermatogenesis [114], or par-
thenogenesis in several insects as we will further discuss in
this review. Because of the important differences we have
divided this section in two parts: inheritance of centrioles
in somatic and in germ cells.
Inheritance in somatic cells
Concomitant with the ﬁrst observations of the centrosome
as a division organ of the cell, Boveri and Van Beneden
deﬁned the centriole as a permanent cell organelle. This
was later found to be true in many animal cell types. One
of the best illustrations of this situation were the obser-
vations of Huettner [115] in the syncytial divisions of the
early Drosophila embryo. In this case Huettner was able
to follow with very good resolution the duplication of the
centrioles and their continuity during the successive
nuclear divisions. In addition Huettner stated a strong
argument ‘‘that the centrioles are here the causative
agents for astral formation’’ (page 132) an important
point as some doubtful biologists raised the concern that
centrioles might be artifacts of ﬁxation (discussed also in
Ref. [116].
The centrosome and centriole cycle
During the 1970s and 1980s, microscopists studied the
centriolar cycle at the ultrastructural level [117–122]. They
conﬁrmed the former optical observations, i.e. that there is
a tight correlation between the replication of the chromo-
somes and the duplication of the centrioles in S phase.
During the G1/S phase of the cell cycle, a nascent centriole
(the procentriole) forms at the proximal end of each parent
centriole. The formation of a procentriole occurs after the
loss of orthogonal conﬁguration of the parent centrioles.
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acquired most of their ﬁnal length by mitosis. Each mother
and daughter centriole pair constitutes a new centrosome.
In G2, centrioles recruit many proteins in preparation for
mitosis, including microtubule regulators; this is called
centrosome maturation. Centrosomes then separate physi-
cally at the entrance of mitosis, each one migrating to one
of the poles of the spindle, to which they remain associated.
Cytokinesis then formally separates each centrosome to
each daughter cell. The centriolar cycle is also reﬂected in
the organization of the PCM around centrioles. Rieder and
Borisy [121] followed the dynamics of the PCM in PtK2
cells and found that the PCM is mostly associated with the
parent centriole. The daughter centriole acquires PCM only
in the next cell cycle when it becomes itself a parent. These
authors determined the parent–daughter centriole relation-
ship ﬁrst by the conﬁguration of the two centrioles; they
also identiﬁed the older centriole by its association with the
primary cilium.
When thinking about centriole inheritance in somatic
cells, it is clear that processes such as centriole biogenesis,
control of centriole number and control of centriole seg-
regation play a very important role in determining how
many centrioles are inherited by daughter cells.
Daughter centriole formation
The ﬁrst structures observed include an electron dense
material, which forms close to the mother centriole, and a
cartwheel, with nine spokes, that forms on top of the
electron dense material. Then microtubules are recruited to
the cartwheel, the number and order of addition depending
on which organism [10, 123, 124]. Elongation of the cen-
triole is dependent on the elongation of those microtubules.
Whether there is a cap that regulates centriolar length it is
still not known. While the molecular composition and
function of the electron dense disc is not known, recent
work has shed some light onto the function and composi-
tion of the cartwheel, and regulators of microtubule
‘‘anchoring’’andelongationatthecentriolestructure.SAS-6
and Bld10/CEP135 are two components of the cartwheel,
the ﬁrst being part of the hub and spokes and the second
forming the spoke tips. These molecules were originally
identiﬁed in C. elegans and Chlamydomonas, respectively,
but their role in centriole formation has been validated in
many different organisms [30, 125–136] (Fig. 4). Work in
C. elegans and more recently in human cells has shown
that SAS-4/CPAP is involved in microtubule recruitment to
the centriole and elongation of this structure. Its role might
be counteracted by yet another centriole component CP110
[137–139]. Other players have been involved in the initial
steps of centriole formation, such as asterless [140, 141],
gamma tubulin [135, 142–145], and in centriole elongation,
such as POC5 [146]. Exactly how they work and interact is
not yet clear.
Control of centriole number
At least two controls operate to restrict centriole duplica-
tion in a normal cycling animal cell. ‘‘One and only one’’
new centriole forms orthogonally to each pre-existing one
in a conservative fashion. Moreover, the biogenesis of
centrioles is coordinated with DNA replication, so that they
are synthesized only once per cell cycle (Fig. 4): when one
cycle is delayed, the other stops, avoiding mistakes. It is
not known how procentriole number is restricted to one and
whether there is a preferred location close to the mature
centriole for the new structure to be formed. Two situations
are known to override this control. SAK/PLK4 is a protein
kinase of the polo-like family necessary for centriole bio-
genesis. Overexpression of SAK/PLK4 in humans and
Drosophila and SAS-6 in humans leads to the formation of
‘‘ﬂower-like structures’’ [127, 133, 147–149], a single
mother surrounded by several daughters. There is a very
tight control of the protein levels of SAS-6 and SAK/PLK4
in cycling cells, via two major ubiquitin ligase complexes
involved in protein degradation in the cell cycle. SAS-6 is
degraded via APC/Cdh1 [127], while SAK/PLK4 is
degraded by SCF/Slimb complex [147, 149]. In the absence
of this regulation, the biogenesis of many centrioles leads
to the presence of many centrosomes and problems in cell
division.
Little is known about the coordination between the
centriole and DNA replication cycles, but it is clear that the
cell cycle machinery must play an important role. Wong
and Stearns found that centrosome duplication is controlled
extrinsically, since S-phase cytoplasm advances the
duplication of a G1 centrosome upon cell fusion [150].
This activity might be related to CDK2, a kinase involved
in promoting DNA replication, which accelerates the cen-
triole assembly process (Fig. 4). Wong and Stearns also
reported a centrosome-intrinsic block to re-duplication, as
the centrosome of a G2 cell does not duplicate in an
S-phase cytoplasm. This is not due to an inhibitory effect
from the cytoplasm because, when G2 cells were fused to
G1 cells, the G1 centrosomes duplicated. So, once centri-
oles have duplicated in S phase, they cannot duplicate
again until the next S phase [150]. One possible explana-
tion for the intrinsic block to reduplication is the control of
centriole duplication by their disengagement, as this con-
stitutes one prerequisite for the growth of daughter
centrioles [76, 151, 152]. Vidwans et al. [153] showed that
centriole disengagement is dependent on the APC/C-
Cdc20. Tsou and Stearns [154] and Tsou et al. [155] sug-
gested that PLK1 and Separase, a protease that is activated
by APC/C-Cdc20 at the metaphase-to-anaphase transition
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centriole disengagement (Fig. 4). This may license the
centrioles for a new round of duplication, perhaps by
relieving a pre-existing block to duplication or exposing
sites where new centrioles can bud. Mitosis is most likely a
non-permissive state for procentriole formation and elon-
gation as when mitosis is prolonged in a variety of cell
types, centrosome duplication cannot proceed [153].
However, it is not known how many of those inputs are
read by the centriole assembly machinery to conﬁne its
activity to a particular window of time.
In some cells in our body the regulation of the arithmetic
of centriole biogenesis is different, one of the most
emblematic cases occurring during gametogenesis as we
will discuss below. Another case is seen in mammalian
epithelial multiciliated cells, where 200–300 basal bodies
are formed in each cell after differentiation [125, 156–158].
This arises in the developing vertebrate respiratory and
reproductive tracts and the ventricular system of the brain.
Multiple centrioles form around a mother centriole,
breaking the control of ‘‘only one’’ centriole forming per
mother. Centrioles can also form around less characterized,
non-microtubule-based dense structures of heterogeneous
size, called deuterosomes [156].
Segregation of centrioles to daughter cells:
is the mitotic spindle a distributor?
Central to the question discussed in this review is the
separation of the centrosomes, their association with the
spindle poles and their inheritance. In certain species,
centrioles do not associate with the spindle poles, they
remain at the membrane where they nucleate axonemes.
That is the case of ciliates. Centrioles, when present in
most species that have a small number of ﬂagella or cilia,
associate with the spindle poles upon cell division.
Centrosome separation at the entry of mitosis plays an
important role in their normal segregation. Several mol-
ecules play a role in centrosome separation. First, the two
centrosomes are physically associated by a mesh of ﬁbers
composed by rootletin, amongst other components, which
are tethered to the proximal end of centrioles, through a
molecule called c-NAP1. Upon entry into mitosis, phos-
phorylation of C-NAP1 by a mitotic kinase called NEK2,
releases it from the centrioles, leading to centrosome
separation [2]. The activity of NEK2 is counteracted by a
phosphatase, PP1. Another substrate of NEK2 is b-cate-
nin, which is also localized at the proximal end of
centrioles, and expression of a stabilized version of that
protein leads to premature centrosome separation [159].
Microtubule pushing forces are also very important in
centrosome separation and are driven by Eg5, a plus end
directed kinesin that binds antiparallel microtubules and
slides them in opposite directions. Dynein, a minus end
directed motor, also plays a role in the separation of
centrosomes and in mammals dynein, Lis1 and CLIP-170
counteract Eg5 activity [160]. Cortical and kinetochore
forces also play a role in the establishment of a bipolar
spindle. For example, cortical microtubules and their
contact with the actin/myosin or focal adhesions present
in the cortex may play an important role in centrosome
separation [161]. Finally, upon nuclear envelope
Fig. 4 The centriole duplication cycle is coupled with the chromo-
some replication and segregation cycle. Procentriole formation
begins in S phase upon recruitment of SAS-6 and BLD10/CEP135,
which are needed to form the cartwheel, a structure that helps in
deﬁning the centriole nine-fold symmetry. CDK2 activity may be
necessary for speeding up procentriole formation and elongation,
hence coordinating this event with DNA replication. In G2, the
daughter centriole reaches full elongation and maturation with the
recruitment of several molecules to the pericentriolar material (PCM).
SAS4/CPAP plays a role in centriole elongation. CDK1 activity
increases in G2 regulating a variety of molecules and processes
needed for entry into mitosis, such as changes in microtubule
dynamics. Through the concerted action of molecules such as the
kinase Nek2, the two centrosomes separate. When a cell exits mitosis,
the centrioles within the centrosome disengage through the action of
separase. That process may allow recruitment or activation of
molecules necessary for duplication. SAK/PLK4 is essential and
can trigger procentriole formation. Upon proper alignment of the
sister chromatids, the spindle assembly checkpoint is satisﬁed, Cyclin
B is degraded and separase is activated. Sister chromatid separation
and centriole disengagement are triggered. The mitotic spindle
segregates the chromosomes equally to the two daughter cells
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important in the establishment of a bipolar spindle [162].
During centrosome separation, centrosomes remain asso-
ciated with the nuclear envelope until it breaks down.
Association between the nucleus and the centrosome is
provided by dynein and proteins on the outer nuclear
membrane, such as the SUN and KASH proteins.
Centrosomes normally remain associated with the poles
of the spindle. This is a highly dynamic process, dependent
on spindle pole focusing by motors, such as dynein, HSET,
microtubule associated molecules such as ASP and
NUMA, and microtubule nucleation capacity of centrioles,
which is dependent on molecules such as CNN/
CDK5RAP2 [2]. Depletion of dynein, HSET, ASP or
NUMA leads to highly unfocused spindle poles and cen-
trosome detachment [53]. Finally, depletion of CNN/
CDK5RAP2 leads to detachment of centrioles from PCM,
with subsequent centriole segregation errors [86].
However, upon mitotic exit, the two centrioles disen-
gage and in certain cell types, one of the centrioles
migrates to the cleavage site during cytokinesis [70]. It is
possible that a physical association still exists between
mother and daughter centrioles [24, 70], which may help to
avoid centriole loss during cell division.
Germline inheritance of centrosomes
Unlike the symmetric form of centrosome inheritance
found in the somatic divisions, centrosome inheritance
through the male and female germline is highly asymmetric
and goes against the argument that a spindle is necessary
for normal centriole distribution to occur. Just as the
chromosomes undergo reductional divisions during game-
togenesis in order to maintain diploidy, centrosomes must
also undergo reductional divisions. In contrast to the
chromosomes, in which reduction of chromosome number
is equivalent in the two sexes, centrosome reduction occurs
differently in males and females.
Centrosome reduction in the germline
During spermiogenesis in many sexually reproducing
species, centrosome reduction occurs primarily through the
loss of the PCM, while during oogenesis centrosome
reduction primarily involves centriolar loss with retention
of the PCM albeit dispersed throughout the egg cytoplasm
[163]. This complementary loss enables restoration of an
intact fully functional centrosome following fertilization
with the sperm supplying the centrioles and the PCM
supplied by the egg cytoplasm.
This pattern of inheritance in which the fertilizing sperm
supplies a centriole into an oocyte lacking a centriole
constitutes Boveri’s hypothesis of fertilization (1901). In
the vast majority of animal species studied, the oocyte
looses centrioles at some point during its maturation. This
situation comforted many early cell biologists in the idea
that there is a necessity to bring one centriole to generate
the following ones. For example for Drosophila Son-
nenblick [164], p 71) observed ‘‘…in the maturation
division ﬁgures no centrioles or asters are present…The
centrioles seen in all mitoses from the ﬁrst cleavage on are,
in all likelihood, derived from the division center or centers
originally associated with the spermatozoon which con-
tributed the fusion nucleus’’ and King [165] concludes ‘‘No
centrioles or asters are present in the maturation division
ﬁgures. Therefore, the centrioles seen in all mitoses (from
the ﬁrst cleavage on) presumably are derived from a cen-
triole contributed by the entering sperm’’. Support for this
view comes from the ﬁnding that amphibian eggs require
the presence of an injected centrosome to trigger parthe-
nogenesis [166].
This rule of the sperm providing a centrosome is not
universal. There are exceptions such as the case of the
mouse embryo where the sperm centriole disintegrates
after entering the egg and the ﬁrst zygotic cleavages occur
without centrioles [63]. Such de novo formation of cen-
trioles has been also observed in rabbit oocytes
parthenogenetically activated [167]. Similarly, artiﬁcially
activated sea urchin eggs display cytasters with real cen-
trioles [168–170].
Centrosome reduction during spermiogenesis
The extent and speciﬁc events of centrosome reduction
during spermiogenesis are highly variable among species.
The germline stem cells of the male contain centrosomes
and degeneration of the centrosomes and formation of the
axoneme generally occurs after meiosis and formation of
haploid spermatids. As described by Manandhar, the ﬁrst
stage of centrosome reduction is loss of microtubule
nucleation, followed by loss of key PCM proteins and
ﬁnally partial or complete degeneration of centrioles
[163]. Immunoﬂuorescent studies in Drosophila provide a
good illustration of this degeneration pattern [171, 172].
During the initial stages of spermatogenesis, centrosomes
appear intact containing c-tubulin [171], CNN [173],
centrin [174] and DSPD2 [98]. In addition, they are
associated with robust astral microtubule arrays. However,
in haploid post-meiotic spermatids there are no robust
astral microtubule arrays [173, 175] and c-tubulin is
subsequently lost. Immediately following fertilization, the
male derived centrosomes again contain gamma-tubulin,
CNN, CP190 [174] associated with the centriole, and their
activity depends on PCM recruitment proteins, such as
DSPD2.
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in addition to loss of key PCM components. Perhaps the
most extreme example of centriole degeneration occurs in
mice and other rodents in which both members of the
centrosome degenerate [176]. In contrast in humans and
other mammals only one member of the centriole pair fully
degenerates. The difference between mouse and human
with respect to centriole degeneration is illustrated in a
recent study of the mammalian centriolar protein TSKS, a
substrate of the centriolar associated kinase TSSK1 [177].
In both mice and humans, TSKS is highly concentrated at
the centrioles during spermiogenesis and in post-meiotic
spermatids. While this localization persists in fully mature
human spermatozoa, TSKS is no longer present on mature
mouse spermatozoa. These patterns likely reﬂect complete
degeneration of centrioles in mice but not humans.
Thus, during spermatogenesis, centrosomes not only
experience loss of the PCM but the centrioles are often
degraded as well. Therefore, upon fertilization the egg
cytoplasm supplies components for restoring the centrioles
as well as the PCM. Because of the complete loss of cen-
trioles during spermatogenesis in mice, centrioles must
arise de novo from components of the egg cytoplasm [178].
Because de novo centriole formation from maternally
supplied components is a prerequisite for development
with no fertilization (parthenogenesis), it is surprising that
complete parthenogenesis leading to viable organisms has
not been found in mice. This is likely because extensive
chromosomal imprinting in mice requires one set of chro-
mosomes to be passed through the male germline for
successful zygotic development [179].
Centrosome reduction during oogenesis
Centrosome reduction during oogenesis primarily involves
centriole loss. In the mouse, centrioles are lost during
meiosis I [63]. Although lacking centrioles, the spindle
poles contain key centrosomal proteins including gamma
tubulin, pericentrin and NuMA [180–182]. Centriole loss
during oogenesis occurs in rabbits, cows, sheep and
humans and thus is likely a conserved feature of mam-
malian oogenesis.
PCM components are not eliminated during mouse
oogenesis but they are redistributed throughout the oocyte.
Prior to oocyte maturation, structures known as multive-
sicular aggregates (MVA) form and concentrate at the
centrosome [180]. These structures are enriched in gamma
tubulin. However, they do not nucleate microtubules.
During oocyte maturation, the MVA migrates toward the
germinal vesicle and breaks down into smaller aggregates
some of which nucleate microtubules forming MTOCs. As
the nucleus enters metaphase of meiosis I, the poles of the
spindle are organized by these MTOCs [183]. Another core
centrosomal component, pericentrin, is assembled into
small aggregates in the cytoplasm. Later in meiosis, peri-
centrin becomes focused at the spindle poles [184].
Centrosome reduction has also been well studied in the
Drosophila oogenesis. During the initial stages of Dro-
sophila oogenesis, four rounds of mitotic divisions with
incomplete cytokinesis produce a cyst of 16 interconnected
cells. One of these will form the oocyte, while the other 15
will form nurse cells supplying nutrients and key devel-
opmental factors to the oocyte [185]. A striking initial
event in oogenesis is the migration of the centrioles from
the 15 nurse cells into the cell destined to become the
oocyte [186]. Surprisingly centrosome migration into the
oocyte is independent of the microtubule cytoskeleton and
depends on a properly polarized fusome, a large organelle
distributed throughout the interconnected 16 cyst cells
[187]. These migrating centrosomes do not act as an
MTOC in the oocyte and they disappear later in oogenesis.
Rather, MTOC activity is broadly distributed throughout
the oocyte cytoplasm. A recent report has speciﬁcally
studied the fate of the centrosome associated with the
oocyte nucleus [188]. It was found that a centriole con-
taining centrosome remains associated with the oocyte
nucleus late into oogenesis in stage 9. When this centriole
degenerates is unclear but it is likely no longer present by
metaphase of meiosis I [186]. Consequently the poles of
the meiotic spindle lack centrioles and centrosome com-
ponents such as gamma tubulin, CNN, CP60, CP190 [172]
and D-PLP [30].
We must underscore the point that deﬁnitive proof of the
absence of centrioles can only be provided by electron
microscopy on serial sections. Such an analysis can con-
stitute a kind of nightmare for the biologist with regard to
the size of most animal oocytes, and so in many species the
real status of the oocyte centriole remains unclear.
Restoration of centrosome function immediately
following fertilization
In most mammalian species, the sperm contains a proximal
centriole and a degenerate distal centriole. Upon fertiliza-
tion the proximal centriole forms a large astral microtubule
array which is required for pronuclear migration and
recruitment of maternally supplied PCM components
[189]. During recruitment of PCM components, transfor-
mation of the sperm into the male pronucleus occurs.
Duplication of the paternally derived centrioles also occurs
during this period. These events ultimately result in the
production of two functional centrosomes that migrate to
the poles of the juxtaposed male and female pronuclei.
Experimental evidence that the paternally derived cen-
trioles rapidly acquire a PCM through recruitment of
maternally supplied components comes from studies in
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exclusion of gamma tubulin, CP60, CP190 and likely most
PCM components from the mature sperm [96, 173, 174].
Immediately following fertilization these components are
again detected associated with the sperm derived centri-
oles. The paternally derived centrioles likely recruit these
and other PCM components from the maternal cytoplasm.
Insights into the mechanisms by which PCM compo-
nents are recruited to the paternally derived centriole
following fertilization, come from studies of SDP2, a
member of a core group conversed centriole duplication
factors [98, 101]. The Drosophila studies demonstrate that
DSPD2 is a component of both the centrioles and PCM and
plays a key role in recruiting PCM components speciﬁcally
to the sperm derived centriole immediately following fer-
tilization. In SPD2 Drosophila mutants, fertilization occurs
normally, but the paternally derived centriole fails to
recruit CNN and generate an MTOC [98].
This asymmetric biparental origin of the zygotic cen-
trosome has signiﬁcant implications for the outcome of
somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) experiments. SCNT
refers to the animal cloning technique in which a somatic
nucleus is injected into an enucleated oocyte. Signiﬁcantly,
centrosomes are transferred along with the somatic nucleus
into the host oocyte [190]. In principle, incompatibility
between the host cytoplasm and donor centrosomes could
result in aborted embryonic development. For example the
injected oocyte contains donor centrosomal material asso-
ciated with the somatically derived centrosomes as well as
large amounts of centrosomal material remaining in the
cytoplasm of the host oocyte. How the remodeling of the
donor centrosome occurs in this environment is unclear. In
addition, centrosome composition and duplication is cell
cycle regulated. If the somatic and oocyte cell cycles are
mismatched this may disrupt centrosome remodeling and
duplication. In fact, in a recent study examining SCNT in
bovine oocytes, found that 50% of the embryos had defects
in centrosome number or distribution [191]. Many centro-
somes failed to associate with the nucleus and some
embryos contained up to six centrosomes at the ﬁrst
mitosis. These centrosome defects readily explain the
aneuploidy observed in SCNT embryos.
Centrosome formation and inheritance
during parthenogenesis
The complementary forms of centrosome reduction during
gametogenesis in the two sexes present one of a number of
formidable barriers to parthenogenetic development. Thus,
it is surprising that parthenogenesis has evolved numerous
times throughout the phyla [192]. Perhaps the most
extreme example occurs in Hymenoptera (ants, wasps, and
bees), where parthenogenesis is universal and tightly linked
to sex determination: fertilized embryos develop into dip-
loid females and unfertilized embryos develop into haploid
males [193].
A key issue regarding parthenogenesis is whether cen-
trosomes are formed and if so what is their origin. While
not required for the formation of a functional mitotic
spindle, centrosomes play a critical role in the initial syn-
cytial embryonic divisions following fertilization in
insects. These divisions are rapid, synchronous and syn-
cytial; that is nuclei divide without accompanying
cytokinesis. After a series of syncytial divisions in the
interior of the embryos, nuclei migrate to the cortex where
they undergo four more rounds of division and ﬁnally
cellularize [194]. Cellularization transforms the syncytial
embryo into one organism containing thousands of cells.
Studies in which parthenogenesis was artiﬁcially induced
in the fungal gnat Sciara demonstrate that a functional
centrosome is critical for these initial divisions following
fertilization [65]. In parthenogenetic Sciara embryos,
functional bipolar spindles form and development proceeds
normally for up to three or four rounds of division. How-
ever, because these nuclei are on a syncytial environment,
neighboring spindles eventually collide resulting in aneu-
ploid division products. Careful analysis of the spindles
reveals that they lack astral microtubules. It appears that
the astral microtubules are essential for maintaining sepa-
ration between neighboring nuclei once crowding of the
dividing nuclei occurs. Following cellularization the
cleavage furrow produces a membrane barrier between
dividing nuclei and astral microtubules are no longer
required for maintaining separation.
Elegant genetic analysis of CNN and DSAS4 mutants
that speciﬁcally disrupt centrosomes and centrioles conﬁrm
and extend this analysis. Embryos derived from females
homozygous for either of these mutants produce anastral
spindles [85, 89, 91], fused spindles and aneuploid nuclei,
similar to that found in Sciara syncytial embryos.
De novo centrosome formation in parthenogenetic
hymenoptera
Although many aspects of development occur normally in
the absence of a centrosome, adult ﬂies lacking centro-
somes do not live long. In addition, centrosomes are
necessary for normal syncytial embryonic development
and spermiogenesis in insects. Therefore, one would expect
that centrosomes are present in parthenogenetically derived
insects. The origin of centrosomes during insect parthe-
nogenesis has been explored in a number of species
including the jewel wasp, Nasonia vitripennis.I nNasonia,
centrosomes originate de novo during the late stages of
oogenesis. Centrosome genesis relies on the formation of
membrane structures derived from the female oocyte
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process, the oocyte nucleus buds off hundreds of nuclear
envelope-based vesicles [196]. These vesicles contain
nuclear lamin however they do not contain nucleic acids.
As oogenesis proceeds, these vesicles form an even dis-
tribution along the cortex of the oocyte. c-Tubulin
accumulates to high levels in the accessory nuclei. This
accumulation is most striking in the honey bee in which
c-tubulin is localized in discrete internal patches. In addi-
tion members of the c–TuRC complex localize outside of
the nuclear envelope. Breakdown of the accessory nuclei
envelope occurs in synchrony with activation and break-
down of the oocyte nucleus. Immediately following
breakdown of the accessory nuclei, microtubule-based
asters form along the cortex. This breakdown is thought to
enable the c–TuRC complex to associate with gamma
tubulin initiating aster formation. EM analysis demon-
strated that these asters contain canonical centrioles [197].
Thus, it is likely that these accessory nuclei are the site of
de novo centriole formation.
In addition to de novo formation of centrioles in par-
thenogenetic embryos, the de novo centriole formation is
observed in other biological contexts, like amebo-ﬂagel-
lates, lower plants or multiciliated cells of vertebrates, as
we mentioned before.
Controlling centrosome number in parthenogenetic
hymenoptera
A freshly laid hymenopteran egg with its hundreds of
active centrosomes and a single female pronucleus presents
a precarious situation for the mitotically active embryo.
Additional centrosomes increase the likelihood of forming
non functional multipolar spindles. To prevent this, the
female pronuclei in Nasonia captures only two centro-
somes [198]. Live imaging reveals many cortical asters
rapidly migrating toward the female pronucleus. However,
once the pronucleus captures two asters, one from each
side, additional asters are prevented from associating with
it. The mechanism it not known but one possibility is that
the asters form a protective array of microtubules encom-
passing the female pronucleus. Once the pronucleus has
two asters, the hundreds of unassociated asters in the
cytoplasm degenerate. Thus, an embryo is created
containing a haploid nucleus associated with two centro-
somes equipped to enter mitosis with a bipolar spindle
(Figs. 5, 6).
Analysis of the fertilized diploid Nasonia embryos
reveals that like the unfertilized embryos, cortical asters
still form and migrate toward the female oocyte. However,
the male pronucleus, with its associated centrosomes,
migrates toward and fuses with the female pronucleus prior
to the arrival of the cytoplasmic centrosomes. The
centrosomes associated with the male pronucleus prevent
maternally derived centrosomes from associating with the
fused pronuclei. As in the unfertilized embryos, the unas-
sociated centrosomes rapidly degenerate. Thus, unfertilized
male embryos inherit maternally derived centrosomes
while fertilized female embryos inherit paternally derived
centrosomes. While instances of paternal and maternal
centrosome inheritance have been documented, this reci-
procal form of centrosome inheritance may be unique to
Hymenoptera [198] (Figs. 5, 6).
The importance of eliminating the many ectopic cyto-
plasmic centrosomes is highlighted in studies of the
parthenogenetic Drosophila species, D. mercatorum [199].
In this species parthenogenetic embryos develop although
inefﬁciently and many embryos die. Cellular analysis
indicates that like hymenoptera numerous maternally
derived cytoplasmic centrosomes form in the unfertilized
embryos. Some of these will stably associate with the
female pronucleus. However, in contrast to Hymenoptera,
degeneration of the unassociated cytoplasm centrosomes
does not occur. These ectopic centrosomes often associate
with the normally dividing nuclei producing multipolar
spindles, aneuploidy and ultimately embryonic lethality.
Thus, parthenogenesis not only requires mechanisms of de
novo centrosome assembly, but mechanisms to efﬁciently
eliminate unassociated excess centrosomes.
The insect bacterial endosymbiont, Arsenophonus
nasoniae, has taken advantage of the reciprocal pattern of
inheritance found in Hymenoptera. Because A. nasoniae is
maternally inherited, it favors an increased proportion of
females in the population. To achieve this, it relies on the
fact that hymenoptera males but not females require
maternally inherited centrosomes for normal development.
Arsenophonus inhibits the formation of maternally derived
centrosomes, thus speciﬁcally preventing development of
unfertilized male embryos [200]. Accessory nuclei form in
Arsenophonus infected hymenoptera oocytes. Therefore,
the effect of A. nasoniae on centrosomes formation is
likely downstream of accessory nuclei formation.
Active players or passengers: can we ever end
the debate?
The old question of the role of centrioles in cell division is
still outstanding. Are the centrioles dispensable for mito-
sis? What we have discussed in this review is that the
centriole is a polyfunctional organelle and cannot be
classiﬁed simply as ‘‘essential’’ or ‘‘dispensable’’ for this
complex process. When looking at the eukaryotic tree of
life, centrioles do not participate in mitotic spindle for-
mation in many species, suggesting that this was not the
ancestral function although information is lacking for many
Role of centrioles in mitosis 2187organisms (Fig. 2). It is thus possible that in the last
common ancestor, which contained centrioles as required
in ﬂagella formation, centrioles were passengers in cell
division. Perhaps centrioles were more recently co-opted to
take part in different mechanisms associated with mitosis
such as positioning of the spindle or a differential control
of cytokinesis completion in different tissues. The experi-
ments cited in previous chapters are starting to suggest
answers to this question: in Metazoans, centrioles are
strongly involved in the bipolar nature of the spindle and,
at least for some cell types, in cytokinesis. Less obvious
roles are also suspected, such as controlling the ﬁdelity of
chromosome segregation. More generally, centrioles could
be responsible for precise regulation of mitosis, either in
space (the plane of division, for example during the
asymmetrical divisions in some cell types but not all) or in
time (gating the decision to divide, deciding the ﬁnal
number of divisions) and even possibly in regulation of cell
fate (Drosophila male stem cells, [107]) and could be
therefore strongly implicated in development and mor-
phogenesis. In this light, the recent ﬁndings concerning
Drosophila acentriolar mutants are surprising and suggest
that morphogenesis in Drosophila could rely more on
acentrosomal pathways, like for example in wing epider-
mal cells [61] or tracheal cells (V. Brodu personal
communication). In vertebrates, which have a much more
developed cytoskeleton, the centrioles are probably
essential organelles, required for other cellular functions in
addition to cell division.
No case of a permanent acentriolar cell line has been
reported in vertebrates, and pathological mitoses of can-
cerous cells present centrioles. It is symptomatic that
cancerous cells retain these organelles, although they are in
most cases precisely affected in centrosome number and
function, suggesting that the presence of these organelles
The origin of centrosomes in parthenogenetic Hymenoptera
early oogenesis
mid oogenesis
  late oogenesis
  oviposition and
meiosis
maternal centrosome
formation
    beginning of embryogenesis
diploid nucleus   accessory nucleus haploid nucleus gamma-tubulin dGrip84   maternal centrosome polar bodies
Fig. 5 The origin of
centrosomes in parthenogenetic
Hymenoptera. Centrosome in
Hymenoptera, maternal
centrosomes originate from
accessory nuclei, specialized
organelles that bud off from the
oocyte nucleus. These
organelles contain high
concentrations and foci of
gamma tubulin with the
centrosomal component
Dgrip84 localized on the outer
surface. During late oogenesis
these organelles break down
enabling the gamma-tubulin
foci to seed formation of
hundreds of centrosomes.
Modiﬁed from Ferree et al.
[195]
Fig. 6 Centrosomes are reciprocally inherited in Hymenoptera.I n
both fertilized and unfertilized embryos, hundreds of maternally
derived centrosomes are evenly distributed along the cortex and upon
egg activation, these centrosomes migrate toward the female pronu-
cleus. In unfertilized embryos, once two centrosomes associate with
the female pronucleus, additional centrosomes are repelled. In
fertilized embryos the male pronucleus is associated with two
paternal basal-body derived centrosomes. At pronuclear fusion, these
repel all maternally derived centrosomes. Shortly after centrosome
association with the nuclear envelope in both fertilized and unfertil-
ized embryos, unassociated centrosomes disappear (modiﬁed from
Tram and Sullivan [198])
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esting example of co-option of the centrioles that we
discussed in this review is in the case of sexual reproduc-
tion. Here, there is a complementarity between the egg and
the sperm, the later providing the centriole upon fertiliza-
tion. Even in Drosophila, where centrioles are dispensable
for somatic cell divisions, centrioles are needed for early
embryonic development. Perhaps it was not difﬁcult to co-
opt centrioles for this role, as the ﬂagellated sperm nor-
mally brings a basal body at its base. This role may also
have been important in preventing parthenogenetic devel-
opment in many species.
Is the mitotic spindle a distributor of centrioles?
Clearly that is not always the case. Since centrioles can
form de novo, there is no conceptual need for continuity.
However, de novo centriole formation in general leads
to lack of control in localization, number and timing of
newbornstructures,so‘‘canonical’’duplicationmayprovide
more control of the centriole biogenesis in proliferating
cells. Moreover, canonical duplication provides an addi-
tional property that cells may explore in developmental
decisions, which is centriole age [107, 112]. Contrary to
abundant organelles like mitochondria which can be easily
shared between the two daughter cells, there is a need for a
precise partition of the two centrioles duplexes of the
mother cell. And so paradoxically even if the centrioles are
almost certainly active players of mitosis, their strategic
position at the spindle poles also guarantees their correct
distribution; this by no means imply they are inert.
What interesting avenues for future?
It will be very important in the future to precise the role of
the centriole during mitosis, and to unravel how centriole
biogenesis is regulated in development and human disease,
such as cancer, ciliopathies and microcephalies. It will be
important to better understand other modes of assembling
spindles and contextualize that knowledge in the light of
evolution, answering how cell division and centriole
function co-evolved. Finally, we need to explore the
functional diversity of centrioles in cell division and in
fertilization. One century after Boveri and pioneering cell
biologists, we are still puzzled by the same questions but
there has been a clear acceleration of knowledge on cen-
trioles during the last 10 years. So we can reasonably hope
that next years will bring exciting ﬁndings.
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